Crowdfunders Light Up to TRILIGHT, Raising 23 Times the Campaign Goal on Kickstarter for the Seven-in-One Lighting, Charging and Safety Device for Drivers

With two weeks remaining on its Kickstarter campaign, crowdfunders have raised more than $23,000 for the multi-faceted work and safety device that features an electric warning triangle, jump starter, power bank, work light and more.

LOS ANGELES (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- TRILIGHT, a seven-in-one device from TX Lighting that provides a variety of emergency lighting options plus a jump starter and a backup power source, has raised 23-times its crowdfunding goal with two weeks remaining on its Kickstarter campaign.

“We’re excited to reach this level of support and hope to reach more crowdfunders interested in safety and security on the road as the campaign enters its final three weeks,” said Max Feng, CEO of TX Lighting. “TRILIGHT has been especially created for all drivers to keep them safer on the road, which can help them if they’re stranded on the side of the road and can be used for emergency lighting and as a power source for their vehicle and mobile devices, as well.”

TRILIGHT turns a passive warning into a proactive warning, featuring an electric warning triangle is practically designed for roadside emergencies. It can also serve as a jump starter to charge dead batteries, a power bank to charge devices, a stationary and mobile work light – and can be easily switched between several modes.

TRILIGHT provides the three detachable magnetic LED light bars offering drivers ultra-high visibility on the roadside, that are also designed with individual control systems that allow for their use separately as light bars to be used as bike lights, ambient lights, glow sticks and more. The seven-in-one car partner can also be used as a work light in a high-brightness mode or as an outdoor or camping light when set to a low-brightness mode.

The TRILIGHT and TRILIGHT S versions of the device feature rotating handles that can be used as either a light stand and a drop light, while the TRILIGHT PRO version features a rotating handle with a strong built-in magnet that can be used as a standing light, a drop light or as a hands-free light depending on working conditions.

To reward crowdfunders for helping the company reach more than $13,000 in presales, TX Lighting is now offering a ‘pumpkin box’ packaging design as an upgrade to all backers of TRILIGHT, TRILIGHT S and TRILIGHT PRO.

“This box can be used as a spare stand that the light bars can be affixed to while users are trying to repair cars with the work light or jump starter features,” Feng said. “The pumpkin color is also extremely highly visible in daylight.”

In response to requests from backers so far in the campaign, Feng says additional light bars can now be purchased separately for $10 each.

In emergency situations on a roadside, TRILIGHT becomes an SOS signal light or a warning triangle – and can
set to emit a steady light stream or be set to a flashing mode, as well.

Full TRILIGHT features include:
• Electric Warning Triangle: featuring ultra-high visibility technology which can be seen as far away as 300 meters. TRILIGHT turns a passive warning into a proactive warning, to make both the broken-down car and the driver and passengers safe.
• Jump Starter: TRILIGHT can jump start at least 15 consecutive times with just a single charge.
• USB Backup Power Bank with 11,000 mAh: Backup power solution allows users to charge their mobile devices in case of emergency to call service when their car is broken-down or out of power.
• Three Magnetic Light Bars: Detachable and designed with an individual control system for various applications such as warning light, bike light, ambient light and more. (run time: 300 mins)
• Work Light Mode: With a high brightness mode of 1500 lumens, this light mode can last for 240 mins during car repairs. Also, with a rotating handle and strong built-in magnets, TRILIGHT can be used as a drop light as well as a hands-free light.
• Camp Light Mode: During camps, low brightness mode of 800 lumens can last for 420 mins.
• SOS Light Mode: Designed to make other drivers notice when approaching the broken-down car from 45m away.

“TRILIGHT can really give drivers peace of mind by having a back-up in the trunk to save time and even help them avoid the cost of having to call for road service if their car battery needs a boost,” added Feng. “In short, it was created to keep people safer, and as a helpful device that can be frequently used in everyday life.”

To purchase TRILIGHT, TRILIGHT S or TRILIGHT Pro at a discounted rate during crowdfunding, visit the TRILIGHT campaign page on Kickstarter.

About TX Lighting Inc.
Unlike the creative industry, lighting is a more traditional industry with high standards both in technology and quality. We are a lighting company. With our experience of ODM for big names in the industry, we know how to make products with better quality, right up to military grade levels. With one big step forward, we are bringing our latest technology and creativity to Kickstarter, to make people’s lives safer and more convenient.
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